The 17th International Exhibition
ChipEXPO – 2019
ELECTRONICS | COMPONENTS | EQUIPMENT | TECHNOLOGIES
HELD AT SUPPORT

The State Duma of the Russian Federation

The department of Investment and industrial policy of Moscow

The department of Electronic Industry of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation

Moscow Chamber of Commerce

State Corporation «Rosatom»

State Corporation «Rostec»

JSC «Ruselectronics»
CJSC ChipEXPO - the organizer of the congress and exhibition events on electronics invites to participate in the 17th International Exhibition on electronics, components, equipment and technology “ChipEXPO - 2019” (October 16 - 18, 2019, Expo-centre, pavilion “Forum”). The exhibition “ChipEXPO - 2019” will unite numerous specialized and thematic expositions of Russian and foreign companies, extensive business program on current issues of the industry, official events and competitions, public lectures and master classes for students and young professionals. The exhibition is held with the official support of the Department of Radio-Electronics industry of the Ministry of Industry and Trade, the Government of Moscow, the State Duma of the Russian Federation, state corporation “Rostec”, JSC “Ruselectronics”.

In the work of the Organizing Committee of the exhibition the representatives of the official structures, as well as the leading companies of the industry. We invite to participate in the exhibition “ChipEXPO - 2019” the manufacturers and developers of radio-electronic equipment, electronic components base, affiliated educational institutions, as well as companies supplying the Russian market with electronic components and modules.
The SCOPE OF EXHIBITION PARTICIPANTS ON THE THEME

- Electronic modules and components of special purpose (12%)
- Electromechanical components and connectors (1%)
- Transformers and ferromagnetic components (4%)
- Design and development systems of microelectronic products (4%)
- Power electronics (5%)
- UHF and RF components (7%)
- Electronic production components (10%)
- Semiconductor devices (6%)
- Others (2%)
- Display and indicators (5%)

The DISTRIBUTION OF VISITORS OF THE EXHIBITION ON THE THEME

- Others (2%)
- Displays (2%)
- Transformers and ferromagnetic components (1%)
- Connectors (5%)
- Development and manufacture of electronics, electronic components, contract production (22%)
- Optoelectronics (4%)
- Devices, test equipment (11%)
- Power sources (8%)
- Sensors, controls (13%)

Over 6000 visitors from 15 industries
The DISTRIBUTION OF COMPANIES PARTICIPANTS BY GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

OVER 250 PARTICIPANTS FROM 9 COUNTRIES

- THE CENTRAL RUSSIA (19%)
- ST. PETERSBURG AND NORTHWEST REGION (9%)
- URAL AND THE VOLGA-VYATKA REGION (3%)
- THE SOUTH REGION OF RUSSIA (3%)
- FOREIGN COUNTRIES (6%)
- MOSCOW AND MOSCOW REGION (60%)
Thematic sections of the exhibition:

- Semiconductor devices
- Active components
- Connectors
- Passive components
- Transformers and ferromagnetic Components
- Optoelectronics
- Electromechanical components
- Radio and microwave components
- Materials, tools for electronics
- Instruments, test equipment
- Displays
- Software and hardware development tools
- Power supplies
- Manufacture of electronic components
- Supply of electronic components
- Development and production of electronics
- Information and consulting

Joined Expositions of the Exhibition:

- The Exposition of Enterprises of the Department of Radio-Electronic industry of Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation. The participants of the state program “The development of electronics and radioelectronics for 2013 - 2025 years”
- The Exposition “Contest participants on award of the Prize "GOLDEN CHIP" Joint exposition of companies JSC “Ruselectronics”
- The Exposition “New Products of Manufactures of electronics”
- United Exposition of Corporation of Development of Zelenograd
- The Exposition “Chinese Electronics”
- The Exposition of Taiwan Teem Association
- The Exposition of the largest online resource of trading of electronic components “Broker-forum”
The Competition for the award of industry awards “GOLDEN CHIP”

For sixteen years, the contest “GOLDEN CHIP” has become the main instrument of public professional expertise of development and production of electronics and has established itself as a serious industry event that received the support of State Duma Deputies, Department of Electronic Industry of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation, of Department of Science, industrial policy and entrepreneurship of the city of Moscow, State corporation “Rostekhnologii” ROSATOM, Ruselectronics JSC, the program “The Work in Russia”, Moscow Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Guild of fair organizations of Moscow Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the largest enterprises of the industry.

We invite developers and manufacturers of electronic components and electronic equipment, distributors of electronic components, testing centers, quality control laboratories and certification, suppliers of test equipment and devices, equipment manufacturers, tools and materials, developers of technological and production processes and lines for the production of printed circuit boards, enterprises and educational institutions of the industry to take part in the competition for the award industry award “GOLDEN CHIP”.

New products of electronics manufacturers

The shop-window exposition “New products of electronics manufacturers” - provides an opportunity for participants to draw attention to the specific developments entering the market. Placement of products in this exposition will significantly enhance the advertising effect of participation in the exhibition and will allow enterprises to submit to specialists their achievements in a favorable light in such industries as military-industrial complex, energy, communications, aerospace industry, transportation, industrial electronics and others. We invite developers, manufacturers of electronic devices and electronic components to participate in the exhibition “New products of manufacturers of electronics” at the exhibition ChipExpo-2019.


The forum will be held as part of the business program of the exhibition “ChipEXPO-2019” on October 17, 2019. The Forum’s program will include a plenary session of business presentations. At the plenary session the participants of the countries participating in the Forum will talk about the prospects of cooperation. In the work of business section Russian and foreign representatives will make presentations on various main areas of cooperation in the field of electronics.

The sponsorship packages has been developed for the Forum participants and can be requested by e-mail: ea@chipexpo.ru
The NOMINATIONS OF THE COMPETITION FOR THE INDUSTRY GOLDEN CHIP - 2019 AWARDS:

- THE BEST PRODUCT of ECB 2018-2019
- THE BEST PRODUCT OF SPECIAL AND DOUBLE PURPOSE 2018-2019
- FOR SUCCESS IN INSTRUMENT AND MEASURING TECHNOLOGIES
- THE LEADER IN DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURING SOURCES POWER SUPPLY
- FOR ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS
- THE LEADER IN DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF UHF AND RF COMPONENTS
- THE LEADER IN THE MANUFACTURING OF CONNECTORS
- FOR SUCCESS IN IMPORT SUBSTITUTION
- FOR ACHIEVEMENTS IN TESTING AND QUALITY CONTROL of ECB
- THE RELIABLE SUPPLIER ECB
- FOR THE CONTRIBUTION TO THE TRAINING OF QUALIFIED PERSONNEL
- FOR THE INDUSTRY FOR BEST SOLUTION IN THE FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
- THE LEADER IN EQUIPMENT, TECHNOLOGIES AND PCB PRODUCTION
“GOLDEN CHIP - 2019” AWARD
The participation in this exposition will significantly enhance the advertising effect of participation in the exhibition and will allow companies to present in a favourable light their achievements to specialists from various industries - military-industrial complex, energy, communications, aerospace industry transport, industrial electronics and many others. Each exhibitor will get a package of advertising and information services.

The information of the novelties of the exhibition participants with contact details will be presented on the exhibition website.

The exhibition “New products of the manufacturers of electronics” will be highlighted on the layouts in the Exhibition Guide and banner at the entrance to the exhibition pavilion.


The exhibitors will be awarded by the Diploma “The Novelties of manufacturers of electronics - 2019” and the Diploma of Participant of contest “GOLDEN CHIP - 2019”.

The visitors to the exhibition will have the opportunity to contact the developers directly using the computer in the negotiation area of the exposition and one of the programs Skype or WhatsApp, Viber, Telegram.

The exhibition will also have a special meeting area for negotiations.
Taking into consideration the growing interest of Russian companies to international cooperation in the field of electronics, the organizers of the Exhibition "ChipEXPO -2019" and of the first Russian-Chinese forum on electronics, "Business electronics with China" have started preparations for the the second "Russian-Asian Forum on Electronics “Business Electronics with Asia - 2019”.

To enhance the representation of countries - Forum participants it is planned to create in the exhibition exposition the National pavilions, including standard booths and equipped meeting rooms and areas.

For more productive and efficient work of Forum participants and National pavilions will be pre-planned and organized business negotiations of foreign participants with Russian companies operating in a particular section of electronics market and willing to hold negotiations. This process is being organized by foreign companies who will send to exhibition organizers the special brief, which will give answers to the questions about the characteristics topics and perspectives of the desired negotiations.

The official support to the Forum from the Russian party:

- Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation (Department of Radio Electronics industry);
- The State Duma of the Federal Assembly Russian Federation;
- The Government of Moscow (Department of investment and industrial policy);
- The Russian Export Center;
- Moscow Chamber of Commerce and Industry;
- The central Research Institute “The Electronics»;
- Specialized mass media information services
THE OPTIONS FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE EXHIBITION AND PROJECTS

STANDARD BOOTH
The cost of the stand 6 sq.m: 124000 rub.

BOOTH OF CONFIGURATION STANDARD +
Do you want to be noticeable at the show?
We will offer you the option of standard building and of improved configuration Standard +
The cost of the stand will be calculated upon request to e-mail: ep@chipexpo.ru.

STANDARD BOOTH IN THE THEMATIC EXPOSITIONS of “GOLDEN CHIP”
The cost of the stand from 4 sq.m: from 100 000 rub.
WINDOW EXPOSITION OF THE "GOLDEN CHIP" AWARD

The presentation of the developments of company -nominee in the exposition "Golden Chip" Awards
Cost: from 50,000 rubles

WINDOW EXPOSITION "NEW PRODUCTS of MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONICS"

The presentation of developments of companies - developers, manufacturers of electronic devices and electronic components.
Cost: 50,000 rubles.

THE MEETING ROOM

The cost of rent of room for negotiations during the work of Exhibition: 250,000 rubles.
The cost of rent for 1 hour - 20 000 rubles.

The Expositions of Enterprises of the Department of Radio -Electronic Industry of Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation

The cost of the booth is calculated upon request to e-mail ep@chipexpo
The Company ChipEXPO was established in 2002. Professionally engaged in exhibition activities it is one of the leading Russian full-service companies, organizing participation in Russian and International exhibitions, as well as preparation of business events.

ChipEXPO events are held with the support of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation, the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, Government Moscow and Moscow Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

Over the years of work of CJSC ChipEXPO, the following events were organized:

- The International Exhibition “ChipEXPO”
- The Award “GOLDEN CHIP”
- The Exhibition “DISPLAY”
- The Exhibition “Electronics-Transport”
- The Exhibition “Embedded Systems”
- The collective stand “Russian electronics” at the world’s largest exhibition “Electronica” (Munich)
- Russian Week of Electronics
- The project “The best products of the Russian electronics and microelectronics”- top 50
- The project “New products of manufacturers of electronics”
- The project “Testing and quality control of ECB”
- The Stands “Electronics in National products projects of Russia”, “The innovative projects of Russian Electronics”, “The import substitution and analogues”
- The Forum “Problems and solutions of Russian electronics”
- The conference “Domestic Technology complex”
- Out door session of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation “The annual results and development prospects of Russian electronics”
- The cycle of public lectures “THE ELECTRONICS of 21 century” and others.

ChipEXPO is a valid Member of Moscow Chamber of Commerce and Industry, of Guild of exhibition fairs of Moscow Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
The Central Exhibition Complex Expocentre on Krasnaya Presnya in Moscow is the largest exhibition complex.

About 100 exhibitions take place here every year and events of various scale and significance.

Expocentre is a huge architectural ensemble and engineering structure consisting of nine exhibition halls and several multipurpose halls for holding congresses, seminars and business presentations. Overall exhibition area - 150 thousand sq. m., including closed area- 90 thousand sq. m., open area - 60 thousand sq.m. The complex is located in the center of the capital next to buildings of the Governments of the capital and Russia, many ministries and departments and the business center Moscow City. Nearby pass large transport highways and the following subway stations are located: “Vystavochnaya”, “1905 goda Street”, “Kievskaya”, and “Kutuzovskaya”. The guests of the capital can stay in nearby hotels “Mir” and “Golden Ring”, “Radisson Slavyanskaya” and Crown Plaza at the World Trade Center. The squares of the pavilions range from 875 sq.m to 20000 sq.m.

All pavilions of the Exhibition Center correspond and meet modern requirements to the exhibition space. There are entrances for heavy vehicles. It is possible to use loading and unloading machines and equipment mechanisms.

The Organizer:
CJSC ChipExpo
121351, Russia, Moscow, ul. Yartsevskaya, 4
Tel.: +7 (495) 221-50-15
E-mail: info@chipexpo.ru
www.chipexpo.ru